Local Tax Limitations Can Hamper Fiscal Stability of Cities and Counties
3 ways states can help localities improve budget flexibility and resiliency

Overview

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, local governments across the country face the formidable task of committing resources to rising health care needs while maintaining services their communities expect, including schools, parks, and libraries. At the same time, the pandemic has created significant economic uncertainty for local leaders, with many experiencing large revenue shortfalls that make balancing budgets all the more difficult.

When local governments struggle, states pay a price, too—because of lost jobs, reduced tax collections, diminished services, and, in extreme cases, costly state bailouts. To minimize harm during economic downturns and support localities’ financial stability over the long term, states could review any policies that restrict local budget flexibility—including the policy that is the focus of this issue brief: limitations that states impose on local taxation.
Every state limits the revenue-raising capacity of its local governments, which include municipalities and counties, to some degree. For example, a state may prohibit localities from levying a tax entirely; restrict the tax rate, tax base, or total taxes collected; or require dollars to be used for specific purposes. Many local governments are subject to multiple constraints.

Limits on local taxation reflect both the role of state governments in our federalist system as well as concerns of policymakers and taxpayers over rising tax burdens. However, through a literature review and interviews with state and local officials and experts, researchers from The Pew Charitable Trusts found that tax limitations have in some cases created significant budget challenges for local governments and amplified existing ones.

Using examples from several states, this brief examines how these limitations can create long-lasting fiscal challenges for localities. The brief then outlines three strategies that states can consider to help localities manage the current downturn and beyond:

1. **Temporarily lift limitations to give local officials more options for responding to extraordinary fiscal challenges, including recessions and natural disasters.** For example, states could allow localities to pass temporary tax changes or use revenue that is normally restricted to specific functions for other purposes.

2. **Adjust limitations that may prevent local government revenue from fully recovering after a downturn.** In other words, states can allow tax revenue to grow as the economy recovers.

3. **Increase local budget flexibility in the long term.** For example, states can provide financial aid to local governments to mitigate the impact of tax limitations or offer relief from state mandates that increase costs for localities.

### The landscape of local tax limitations

Property taxes have long been the main pillar of local government finances in the United States. State limits on those taxes can be traced to the 1800s and gained momentum into the first half of the 20th century, spurred on by Americans’ economic struggles during the Great Depression. The popularity of these limits among state policymakers persists: In 2019, Texas lawmakers passed a bill that tightened limitations on the growth of local property tax revenue.

States have adopted these limits in part because residential property taxes are often unpopular with taxpayers. Because property taxes depend on home values that may not reflect a homeowner’s income level, they can be a burden for lower-income households, whose homes also account for the majority of their wealth.

While states have sought to curb the growth of property taxes, they have also limited the ability of local governments to adopt alternative revenue sources. Most local governments are still allowed to collect only one or two of the three major taxes (property, sales, and income taxes). These fiscal restrictions also extend in many cases to smaller tax streams, such as excise taxes. The range of these limitations on local taxation reflects efforts by state leaders to increase government accountability, restrain the growth of government, prevent mismanagement of local finances, and boost a state’s ability to attract individuals and businesses.

Some limitations apply to all local governments within a state, while others differ among municipalities and counties. Some states also make exceptions for certain jurisdictions. The rise of home rule provisions in the early 1900s, used to extend the governing authority of local governments, has given some localities more fiscal tools than others. Ohio municipalities, for example, levy an income tax, which has become a growing revenue source as the state has sought to limit local property and sales tax bases.
Local tax limitations: a primer

**Property taxes**

For cities and counties, property tax revenue makes up 61% of own-source tax revenue—revenue from taxes the local government levies—by far their largest tax source. At the same time, most states place restrictions on local property taxation, with limits that fall into three main types: rate limits, assessment limits, and levy limits. In many states, local governments are subject to more than one property tax limit. Michigan, for example, imposes all three types of limitations on its localities.

Property tax is calculated based on two components: the assessed value of the property, which is determined by the local assessor as a percentage of the home’s market value, and the tax rate, usually expressed as what’s known as a millage rate, which is the amount a homeowner pays per $1,000 of the property’s assessed value. For example, an amount of $10 for every $1,000 of assessed value is expressed as 10 mills.

Rate limits are typically caps on how high the millage can go within a jurisdiction. Assessment limits restrain the growth of the property value of individual homes (commonly measured as year-over-year increases). Levy limits restrict the amount or growth of total collections from a locality’s property tax. For local governments that develop their budgets around how much property tax revenue they will bring in each year, levy limits are in effect spending limits. Assessment and levy limits may be a fixed percentage or tied to an economic indicator such as inflation or growth in new construction.

**Sales taxes**

Although the property tax remains the primary source of tax revenue for local governments in most states, 35 states had some amount of local sales tax collections as of 2017, the most recent year for which complete data is available. And as with property taxes, local control of sales taxes is often limited. Many states limit the rates that can be set. Some states also cap the combined sales tax rate of overlapping jurisdictions. In Texas, the total local rate—summed for any city, county, transit district, and special purpose district that overlap at a given location—can’t exceed 2%.

Often, states require local governments to restrict their sales tax revenue to specific uses: California, Mississippi, and North Carolina, for example, require their counties or municipalities to use sales tax revenue for infrastructure needs. And some states don’t allow the revenue from local sales tax to flow entirely to that government’s coffers; North Carolina counties, for example, are required to allocate a portion of their sales tax revenue to the municipalities within their borders.

What’s more, many local governments have little discretion over the transactions they can tax; a locality may have only the option to adopt the same tax base as its state, with the state assuming responsibility for collecting the local taxes, a practice designed to reduce the burden of administration and compliance on government and businesses. If a state does not tax services, such as personal care and financial services, its local governments likely do not, either, though there are exceptions: Home rule municipalities in Colorado, for example, have the power to set their own sales tax base. Finally, states may have highly
Examples of how state revenue limits can hamper local fiscal stability

State limits on local taxation can restrict the ability of localities to fulfill the growing public demand for services. For example, revenue caps are often based on the inflation in prices of consumer goods and services, which tend to grow at lower rates than many of the costs that governments face, particularly health care.

Limitations can also curtail the ability of municipalities and counties to prepare for and recover from recessions. When revenue declines—as it tends to do during an economic downturn—certain limitations on local taxation can keep revenue from fully rebounding, leaving it at an artificially low level even as the economy grows. This so-called “ratchet-down” effect can continue to damage a locality’s revenue base over multiple cycles of economic recession and expansion.

Furthermore, state restrictions on the number and types of taxes that local governments can levy have the effect of shrinking the options that local officials can use to respond to changing economic conditions. “All [of our] taxes are limited in one way or another,” said Geoff Neill, a legislative representative for the California State Association of Counties. “Counties have essentially no budget flexibility at all. They can’t decide how much revenue they want; they just look at how much they will be getting, and budget based on that.”

In addition to creating year-to-year budget challenges, tax limitations may also affect how well local governments manage long-term liabilities such as public employee pension obligations. Moody’s Investors Service considers tax caps in its evaluation of the credit quality of local government debt, for example. Tax limitations lower credit ratings when they restrict financial flexibility and make it difficult for a locality to maintain healthy reserves. Moreover, reduced flexibility may force local governments to use debt rather than cash to address infrastructure needs, which can lead to rising debt burdens that may become unaffordable.

The following examples demonstrate how some of these challenges have played out around the country.

---

restrictive criteria around which jurisdictions can levy a sales tax, such as the “resort tax” Montana allows in communities that “meet specific population and economic conditions.”

Income taxes

At the local level, the personal income tax is the least common of the three major taxes. Local governments in four states—Kentucky, Maryland, Ohio, and Pennsylvania—brought in a quarter or more of their own-source revenue from income taxes in 2017, the most recent year for which complete data is available. States may also give income taxing authority only to select jurisdictions; in New York state, for example, only New York City and Yonkers are allowed to impose city income taxes.

Common limitations that states place on local income taxes include parameters around the tax rate that can be set and the base that can be taxed. Although local income tax bases often include wage income, there are exceptions, such as the “intangibles” tax Kansas allows, which applies only to gross earnings from intangible property such as savings accounts, stocks, and bonds. While income taxes are typically levied on residents, some localities, such as cities in Ohio, can tax the income of nonresidents who commute in for work.
Michigan

Two property tax limitations in Michigan have led to ratchet-down effects on local revenue. Property values tend to fall temporarily during recessions. But as those values start recovering with the economy, one limitation in Michigan restricts growth in the taxable value of individual parcels while the other requires rate reductions when there is substantial growth in the local housing market overall. As a result, in 2019, some communities in the state still had not seen property tax revenue return to 2008 levels, even though real estate values had recovered.

Michigan’s local governments are constitutionally required to balance their budgets. To do so with little revenue flexibility means cutting expenses and chipping away at the local services that residents expect, such as parks and fire protection. Anthony Minghine, deputy executive director of the Michigan Municipal League—an organization that represents the interests of the state’s municipalities—notes that “everyone has a stake in having communities that work and function appropriately.” He adds that one long-term consequence of cutting services is that it can make a community less desirable, which further erodes the tax base and creates a negative cycle that’s hard for a locality to break. What’s more, this challenge often besets communities that were among the state’s less affluent even before the onset of fiscal problems.

A 2018 analysis by Michigan’s Treasury Department also showed that although the state’s overall local fiscal health has improved since the Great Recession, some communities remain in distress. Analysts traced these challenges back to the early 2000s, when the state began to reduce revenue sharing with municipalities, pension and retiree health care costs started to rise, and economic growth slowed. Given these enduring risks to local fiscal health—and inevitable future challenges—the department called on the state to “ensure the local government system is as robust and resilient as possible to economic shocks.”

Figure 1
Tax Limits Can Create ‘Ratchet-Down’ Effect on Local Revenue
State-imposed constraints hamper pace of revenue growth after a recession

Without ratchet effect, revenue is able to bounce back after a temporary drop

With ratchet effect, a temporary drop becomes a permanent reduction in cap
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Colorado

The state’s Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights—commonly known as TABOR and enacted in 1992—features a strict constitutional limit on revenue growth while also requiring new taxes and tax increases to be approved by voters. Because the TABOR limit for a given year depends on the prior year’s spending level, it also leads to a ratchet-down effect during recessions when budgets shrink.27

Given the severity of the revenue growth limit, cities and counties across Colorado have appealed to voters to change or eliminate the cap. So far, 51 out of 64 counties and 230 out of 274 municipalities have secured voter approval for retaining revenue in excess of the limit, increasing taxes, or enacting new levies—though in many cases these measures are temporary, attached to a specific revenue stream, or both.28 For example, much of Boulder’s sales tax is restricted to specific purposes such as acquisition, maintenance, and programming of open space and mountain parks.

The pandemic provides a dramatic example of how TABOR can amplify recessionary pressures. “For municipalities that have not [voted to exempt themselves from TABOR limits], if they saw a 10% decrease this year in sales tax revenue like we have and then it bounced back next year, [the increase] would be limited to inflation plus a measure of local growth,” said Cheryl Pattelli, chief financial officer for the city of Boulder. “So, basically, they wouldn’t get back what they lost.”29

Tax limitations in Colorado have also caused greater challenges for communities that are among the state’s less prosperous. The Gallagher Amendment, which voters repealed last November, aimed to protect homeowners from rising property taxes by fixing the ratio of residential to commercial taxable property values—so when residential values grew, the residential assessment rate decreased to maintain that ratio.30 But because this restriction was tied to the value of property statewide, as booming housing markets in places such as Denver drove up total property value, the Gallagher Amendment significantly reduced taxable value elsewhere. Colorado’s legislative council staff wrote in July 2020, before the repeal, that the amendment had created stark regional disparities: Slow-growing counties saw their tax bases shrink by as much as half from 2004 to 2019, while other counties grew their tax bases, some by greater than 50%.31 What’s more, many of the struggling communities are small and rural, with little commercial real estate to depend on for additional revenue.32

“Everyone has a stake in having communities that work and function appropriately.”
—Anthony Minghine, deputy executive director of the Michigan Municipal League
A law that took effect in 2012 restricts property tax revenue growth in New York to the lesser of 2% and the prior year’s inflation rate. “[Inflation] has been as low as 0.1% or 0.2%, which essentially means a municipality can’t increase its levy at all,” said Barbara Van Epps, deputy executive director of the New York State Conference of Mayors. “So [city officials] have to be able to explain to residents, ‘Look, we’re overriding [the cap] so we can keep collecting garbage and keep the streetlights on and keep our parks clean.’”

The Office of the New York State Comptroller has assessed the fiscal health of the state’s local governments each year since 2012. “What we often find for local governments in stress is that they have high fixed costs that they fund with limited revenue options,” said Tracey Hitchen Boyd, the assistant comptroller for the Division of Local Government and School Accountability. “The tax cap is a limit on flexibility—flexibility that may be greatly needed.”

The state also imposes a constitutional limit on total property tax revenue in a single year, currently set at 1.5% to 2.5% of real property value. If a locality exceeds the limit, the state withholds its aid payments to the locality by the excess amount. Since the limit depends on property values, it fluctuates with the local housing market, meaning a downturn in values can push a community closer to its limit.

Along with the 2012 growth cap, the single-year limit only makes it harder for local governments to use property tax revenue to shore up their budgets when taxes that are more sensitive to changes in the economy, such as the sales tax, dip. The pandemic, for example, has led to local sales tax revenue across New York being down nearly $1.6 billion from January through October 2020 compared with the same period in the previous year.
Wisconsin

During a statewide period of rapid economic growth, Wisconsin capped annual property tax revenue increases at the rate of new construction (calculated as the value the construction adds as a percentage of total taxable property). But the Great Recession ended the boom and, years later, growth in many communities remains sluggish. In 2018, the Wisconsin Policy Forum—an independent policy research organization—found that for over 60% of cities and villages, the average rate of new construction from 2012 to 2017 was 1% or less. That means that under the state’s cap, property tax revenue growth didn’t even keep pace with inflation for most of that period.

Even in the capital city and university town of Madison, for example, with its relatively strong and stable economy and robust development, new construction has amounted to only 1% to 2% of total taxable property value annually in recent years. According to city finance director David Schmiedicke, the corresponding constraint on property tax revenue growth has made it hard to finance wage increases for city staff and spending initiatives such as expanding the transit system. At the same time, the taxes Wisconsin cities can levy are extremely limited. Schmiedicke added that while the one-time aid to local governments under this year’s American Rescue Plan Act will help Madison recover from the pandemic’s short-term impacts, the city’s budget will continue to face significant structural challenges because of the state’s constraints on local revenue.

“I think there’s value to having locally elected officials being able to look at their tax structure, their population, and make their own decision in terms of what the right tax structure should be.”
—Andrew Sheaf, local government policy manager, Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development

Pennsylvania

The Keystone State limits local governments to a few broad-based revenue sources, for which the tax rates are capped. Andrew Sheaf, a local government policy manager with the state’s Department of Community and Economic Development, helps localities in fiscal distress get back on their feet through the department’s Act 47 program, which allows for tax increases beyond the state’s cap—a solution that is often needed to help a distressed locality balance the following year’s budget.

From Sheaf’s experience, local governments would benefit from more revenue flexibility: “I think there’s value to having locally elected officials being able to look at their tax structure, their population, and make their own decision in terms of what the right tax structure should be,” he said.

Absent this flexibility, Pennsylvania localities can face a set of hard choices when trying to balance their budgets. Although they can raise rates on property taxes up to a limit, the challenge then becomes whether homeowners can afford the increases—especially the significant share of older residents who are out of the workforce and have relatively low incomes. But given the lack of alternative revenue options, not increasing property taxes may require service cuts that affect quality of life. Ultimately, said Amy Sturges, director of governmental affairs for the Pennsylvania Municipal League, either option—increasing property taxes or reducing services—could drive away current residents and discourage people looking to move into the community, which could erode the tax base over time.

In the wake of the pandemic, cities with long-standing financial issues are now facing multimillion-dollar deficits and considering major spending cuts, said John Brenner, the league’s executive director designate. “In Pennsylvania, we seem to lag behind a recession. We have issues years after recession numbers start to change. Local leaders will have to wrestle with [the current crisis] for multiple years.”
Figure 2

Where Local Governments Get Their Tax Dollars

Property taxes are most common, but some localities rely more on sales and income taxes

Source: Pew analysis of 2017 U.S. Census Bureau data
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States can consider increasing local budget flexibility

As cities and counties begin to recover from the pandemic and recession, states can strengthen the capacity of their local governments to respond to fiscal challenges in three ways:

1. **Temporarily lift tax limitations to give local officials more options for responding to extraordinary fiscal challenges, including recessions and natural disasters.**

States can give their localities more room to maneuver by temporarily lifting certain revenue restrictions—on a case-by-case basis or in reaction to a recession or natural disaster.

Some states have already put this idea into practice. Governor Phil Murphy signed legislation in August 2020 to allow New Jersey’s local governments to borrow for pandemic-related expenses and back those bonds with property taxes that do not have restrictions. In Texas, the 2019 bill that tightened the property tax cap makes exceptions for emergency declarations (though policymakers are currently debating whether the pandemic applies).

Pennsylvania’s Act 47, enacted in 1987, assists local governments that the state designates as financially distressed and grants them options to raise revenue beyond what is normally allowed. Implementing Pennsylvania’s approach, however, requires the state to monitor local finances closely and regularly. More importantly, policymakers could take action to give a locality more fiscal options well before it falls into financial distress.

2. **Adjust limitations that may prevent revenue from fully recovering after a downturn.**

As local governments in Michigan and Colorado can attest, certain tax limitations can erode revenue over time and create fiscally unsustainable conditions. Fundamentally, limitations are meant to check the long-term growth of revenue and spending. But revenue growth following a recession helps cities and counties rebuild their budgets—and reverse spending cuts to the government services their residents expect. After a recession, states can allow the pace of economic recovery—rather than an artificial cap—to dictate a return to pre-recession conditions.

Colorado’s Referendum C, passed by the voters in 2005 to eliminate TABOR’s ratchet-down effect on state revenue, shows that a simple modification can ensure that a tax limit does not impede revenue recovery after a recession. Before the referendum, the TABOR cap was calculated by adjusting the prior year’s spending level by inflation plus population growth. Referendum C changed the formula for the cap to use a fixed base, which means that even when spending drops during recessionary periods, the cap does not.

In some states, property tax rates can adjust to keep revenue from falling when property values decline—helping to smooth the revenue stream during economic downturns and making it more stable than other more economically sensitive tax sources. Maryland, for example, allows for this adjustment by not imposing a property tax rate limit. Although New York state limits property tax bases, New York City’s property tax rate can fluctuate to generate the revenue needed to pay for a determined level of public services: As the last act in adopting its budget, and after all other revenue has been calculated, the city sets the rate to yield the property tax revenue it needs to balance the budget.

3. **Increase local budget flexibility in the long term.**

In addition to putting local governments in a better position to handle fiscal crises, states would also benefit from evaluating if and how tax limitations and other state constraints are impeding local fiscal sustainability in the long term. States can then consider ways to increase the flexibility localities have to address ongoing fiscal challenges, ensure a resilient tax base, and maintain the service quality their residents expect.

The pandemic’s effects may add to local budget challenges. Uncertainties around teleworking, commercial real estate values, and consumer behavior, for example, have raised questions about whether some key local revenue
streams will become unreliable in the long term. Increased budget flexibility can allow local officials to more effectively adapt to potentially lasting changes to the economy and to their tax base.

There are various ways states can grant more flexibility to their local governments apart from modifying tax limitations. Policymakers can evaluate which approaches are most suitable given their state’s current fiscal conditions and state-local dynamics.

Many local governments must by law adopt their state’s sales tax base and are unable to better align their own base to changes in the economy until the state takes steps to do so. The majority of states—and, as a result, localities—now tax online sales, a revenue stream that has been a boon during the pandemic as online purchases have largely replaced in-person shopping.\(^{59}\) However, most states do not tax many services—for example, personal care and professional consulting—even though consumer spending has shifted significantly to the service sector and away from goods over time. According to a 2017 survey by the Federation of Tax Administrators, only Hawaii and New Mexico have sales tax bases that include nearly all of the 176 services listed in the survey.\(^{60}\) Florida’s 2020 Tax Handbook estimated the fiscal impact of adding personal services to the sales tax base to be $277 million for fiscal year 2021—up from the 2010 estimate of $168 million—a percentage of which would be distributed to local governments according to Florida’s local half-cent sales tax allowance and state revenue-sharing formulas.\(^{61}\)

“We’d love to figure out new ways to do what we’re mandated to do. The challenge is that we’re required to do these things and yet we’re not given the tools to pay for them.”

—Danene Sorace, mayor of Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Local governments are often subject to various state and federal mandates, many of which require funds from localities’ own budgets. A 2016 analysis by the National Association of Counties found that over the previous decade, nearly three-quarters of states had increased mandates, decreased funding, or both.\(^{62}\) States could reduce the burden of mandates on localities by shouldering a portion of the costs. When Indiana imposed new tax rate limits in 2010, for example, the state also took over about $3 billion of local spending, including school operating costs and police and fire pensions.\(^{63}\)

States could also allow cities and counties to levy a new tax to fund specific additional functions or expenses they require localities to take on, such as those associated with maintaining the court system and providing health services.\(^{64}\) “We’d love to figure out new ways to do what we’re mandated to do,” said Danene Sorace, mayor of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. “The challenge is that we’re required to do these things and yet we’re not given the tools to pay for them.”

In addition, states could permit and support partnerships between cities and counties to jointly deliver services—which, at a minimum, could help localities avoid budget cuts that affect service quality, especially during recessions when demand increases for certain services. A 2020 report by the Government Finance Officers Association sampled 200 cities and counties and found that local officials deemed several key government services as shareable, in particular maintenance services.\(^{65}\) Texas, for example, gives local governments the legal authority to enter into interlocal agreements to increase efficiency in effectively providing services such as police, fire protection, public health, and waste disposal.\(^{66}\)

In 2007, New Jersey adopted a new law to more effectively promote the use of shared services with a goal of reducing local expenses that lead to high property tax burdens on residents.\(^{67}\) In Gloucester County, efforts to
share services among various municipalities began when smaller communities were struggling to provide some services on their own. Now, because of the demonstrated cost savings and quality of service delivery, all of the county's municipalities participate in sharing services, including stormwater management, trash disposal, and 911 dispatch. The county has addressed job losses that resulted from service sharing by helping municipalities reallocate workers whose positions were eliminated.  

Lastly, states can reassess why they impose limits on local taxation. If a state's primary concern is reducing the property tax burden on constituents, policymakers could consider applying and strengthening targeted tax relief measures—such as homestead exemptions, which are widely used and typically exempt some portion of a home's value from property taxes—rather than restricting localities' overall revenue. Other targeted measures aimed at providing tax relief to certain segments of the population include “circuit breaker” programs that give tax credits to low-income homeowners if their property tax bills exceed a certain share of their income. Additionally, states could balance more restrictive tax limits with direct financial aid to local governments: Minnesota, for example, strictly targets its state aid payments to help localities keep property tax growth low.

Conclusion

Tax limitations can create daunting challenges for cities and counties as they try to balance their budgets while maintaining the level of services their residents expect in the long term. And evaluating if and how states' tax limitations impede the ability of local officials to manage their finances and provide services effectively is a key first step. Policymakers can then take the appropriate measures to ensure that local governments have the necessary tools to weather unexpected budget crises and strengthen their fiscal health into the future.
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